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Abstract—This presentation introduces our explorative study
on generating amplified test cases that developers can take over
right into their maintained test suite.

Index Terms—Software Testing, Test Amplification, Test Ex-
ploration, Test Generation, Developer-Centric Design

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is one of the central practices of soft-
ware engineering. When checking whether our software is
behaving in the way we intend, our first line of attack is
developer testing: Scripts that developers write to validate
the behavior of the code they write [1]. Many developers
test their software less than they would want to because it
requires a high effort with little direct value, keeping them
from developing new features. To ease the burden of testing,
automatically generating test cases for software has been an
active research topic for many years. While current tools can
generate powerful regression or crash-reproducing test cases,
these tests are often kept separately from the maintained test
suite as they are not up to par with manually written test
cases. Furthermore, they are often inadequate for key use
cases of developer tests such as documentation [2] or fault
localization [3]. To truly alleviate developer’s efforts of writing
test cases, I conjecture that we need to generate test cases that
developers accept and add into their codebase as if they wrote
the tests themselves. I hypothesize, that, if we provide valuable
test cases to developers, we can also start asking for something
in return. The developer’s knowledge about the software and
its domain could help our test generation tools with aspects
that are to date hard to solve, such as the oracle problem
or prioritization. This is why I am working on automatically
generating test cases for and with developers.

In this presentation, I will present the first study of my
PhD [4], in which we develop a prototypical test amplification
tool that is centered around software developers. We extend
the state-of-the-art test amplification tool DSpot [5] to gen-
erate shorter, easier to understand test cases. To facilitate the
interaction between the developer and the automatic test ampli-
fication, we create the test exploration tool and IntelliJ plugin
TestCube 1. Figure 1 introduces the interaction we envision.
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1https://github.com/TestShiftProject/test-cube

With these prototypes, we investigate the important aspects
and open challenges of developer-centric test amplification in
16 semi-structured interviews with software developers. From
our interviews, we gather 52 observations that we summarize
into 23 result categories and give two key recommendations
on how future tool designers can make their tools better suited
for developer-centric test amplification. My presentation will
give an overview of our study and discuss selected results that
inspire our research efforts today and in the coming years.
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Fig. 1. Overview of test amplification with the help of a test exploration tool.
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